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Read the headlines below and do exercises 1 and 2. 

Text 1 

What every teen should know about their health 

Available at: <www.beaumont.org/health-wellness/news/what-every-teen-should-know-about-their-health>.  

Accessed on: November 17, 2018. 

Text 2 

Why we must focus on the mental wellbeing of teenagers 

Available at: <https://www.whiteswanfoundation.org/article/how-can-mental-wellbeing-of-a-teenager-be-taken-care-of/>. 

 Accessed on: November 17, 2018. 

1. What does the modal verb should express in the first headline (Text 1)? 

a) Obligation. 

b) Probability. 

c) Recommendation. 

 

2. What does the modal verb must express in the second headline (Text 2)? 

a) Necessity. 

b) Possibility. 

c) Suggestion. 

 

3. Rewrite the item below with the modal verbs in parentheses as in the example. 

a) It is recommended that teens exercise at least 30 minutes every day. (SHOULD) 

Teens should exercise at least 30 minutes every day. 
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b) It is recommended that teens sleep from 8 to 10 hours each night. (SHOULD) 

 

 

Read the quote below and do exercises 4 and 5. 

Text 3 

“Relationships survive on trust, and if that is broken at any point, it’s pretty much the 

end of the relationship. Besides, inability to communicate leads to problems.” 

(Yuvraj Singh) 

Available at: <www.brainyquote.com/quotes/yuvraj_singh_623280>. Accessed on: November 17, 2018. 

4. Which linking word/phrase below is equivalent in meaning to Besides in the quote (Text 3)? 

a)  However. 

b) In summary. 

c) What is more. 

 

5. What does the linking word Besides express in the quote (Text 3)? 

a) Addition. 

b) Contrast. 

c) Summary. 

 

Read the quote below and do exercises 6 and 7. 

Text 4 

“I exercise, walk a lot, and break into the occasional trot. I also lift weights three days 

a week, and I like to read about what makes a good diet. Overall, I do follow a 

healthy lifestyle.” 

(Marv Levy) 

Available at: <www.brainyquote.com/quotes/marv_levy_746521>. Accessed on: November 17, 2018. 
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6. Which linking word/phrase below is equivalent in meaning to Overall in the quote (Text 4)? 

a)  Moreover. 

b) In conclusion. 

c) On the contrary. 

 

7. What idea does the linking word Overall express in the quote (Text 4)? 

 

 

Read the quote below and do exercises 8, 9 and 10. 

Text 5 

“The Internet is a free and open platform. Everyone has the right to speak. However, 

compliance with the law is the bottom line that no one should violate.” 

(Lu Wei) 

Available at: <www.brainyquote.com/quotes/lu_wei_763153>. Accessed on: November 17, 2018. 

• Glossary: compliance = cumprimento. 

 

8. Which linking word/phrase below is equivalent in meaning to However in the quote (Text 5)? 

a)  Moreover. 

b) In summary. 

c) On the contrary. 

 

9. What idea does the linking word However express in the quote (Text 5)? 

 

 

10. What does the modal verb should express in the quote (Text 5)? 

a) Obligation. 

b) Probability. 

c) Recommendation. 


